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Randomly : Meri Phillips for war-stress relief at the front, and
all the other beautiful people in Student Activities; Carol, Michelle,
and Jennifer - honorary PLR members; Keith Cornille for being a
good neighbor; Joanne Del Gallo for knowledge sharing; Freyda for
quotes, patience, and gentle behavior modification; Jim Frank and
Allan Carter for occasional talks; Nancy Wajler, and all the good
people in Career Planning and Placement; David Gottshall for
wisdom, vision, and a much-needed respite; Becky and Theresa
for bone-crushing hugs; Wayne Zmrhal and all the folks at Belden
Automotive Wire and Cable, Naperville; All the fine souls that
attended the student/cabinet retreat - hopefully we were the first of
many; Scott Andrews and Brian Benedict for on-the-spot printer
loans; Al Schmidt for appreciating the value of the Chuck factor;
Melissa Hansen for Mexican food and proof-reading company;
Steve H. for helping bail water and such; Mike S. for Jeopardy
company; Katy for bizarre interludes; Joe Lewis for answering
machine excellence; Ken Osman for the wedding; Jen for a cool
coat. Taco Bell, an open mind, and time spent; C.B. and Mowgii for
another life-affirming roadtrip; Fred for Nirvana; Buck for honest
disclosure, laughter, and confrontation; Eric, Jay, and Reform for
"The English Beat" and free fix; Kenny T. for example, sincerity,
and reconnecting; Guy for friendship and the six-months-later
communicado; Stefan and Jeff for truly skewed and sculpted
senses of humor; Dan, Faiz, and Dave for intermittent hospitality;
special thanks to Robert Rivoire and Glen Brown; and forgiveness
from those who are forgotten here.
-- ed.
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